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1. Overview of FFTC’s Alliance Manager Program
Foundation For The Carolinas (“FFTC”) enters into strategic alliances with qualified investment
institutions to help achieve a donor’s philanthropic objectives. To be an alliance partner, FFTC
requests that the proposed investment manager meet certain criteria established by its Investment
Committee set out below and further described in the Alliance Manager Investment Policy
Statement (“Alliance Manager IPS”).
Investment Consultant
FFTC’s investment consultant is currently Mercer Investment Management, Inc. (“Mercer”). FFTC
works closely with its consultant to set investment policies, create asset allocation strategies and
hire investment managers. While our strategic alliances often begin with a recommendation of a
donor, the investment consultant will review the activities of the alliance relationships based on the
guidelines described in the IPS and make recommendations to FFTC staff and the Investment
Committee for those Alliance Managers.
Alliance Managers must comply with the following:
Approval
The Alliance Manager must be pre-approved by the FFTC Investment Committee.
♦ Each potential manager must provide Mercer and FFTC Staff with information which will
allow Mercer to make a recommendation to FFTC’s investment committee. The information
requested will be based on Exhibit A in the Alliance Manager IPS.
♦ Mercer will assess the firm’s performance, investment philosophy, organizational structure,
and other criteria set out in the Request For Information as well as other information it deems
necessary to make a recommendation.
♦ The FFTC Investment Committee will review Mercer’s recommendation at its quarterly
meeting.
♦ The Alliance Manager will be contacted by FFTC staff regarding the Committee’s decision.
♦ Once approved, FFTC Staff will meet with the manager to review the information reporting
requirements contained in the Alliance Manager IPS and obtain an executed copy of the
Alliance Manager Agreement contained in Exhibit C of the Alliance Manager IPS.
Minimum
The minimum balance required to establish an Alliance Manager account is $250,000. A
minimum balance of $250,000 must be maintained in each account to continue participation in
the program.
Performance
Mercer will report the performance of each Alliance Manager to the Investment Committee on
a quarterly basis.
The performance will be compared to the appropriate benchmark agreed upon with FFTC Staff
as part of the approval process described above.
Reporting
In order to produce accurate trust and fund accounting information, FFTC and Mercer will need
detailed earnings information. Accounts should be titled in the name of Foundation For The
Carolinas and should be sent to the contact below. It is expected that these reports will be available
within ten (10) business days after month end.
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Mail Monthly Account Statements to:
Foundation For The Carolinas
Attn: Investment Accountant
220 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.973.4500
Custody and Custodial Fees
FFTC requests that each Alliance Manager utilize our current custodian Charles Schwab & Co.,
Inc. If this is not possible a discussion and agreement need to be reached prior to establishing a
new Alliance Manager account.
Fees
FFTC’s administrative fee schedules are based on a tiered structure in accordance with the
following schedules:
Center for Personal Philanthropy and Center for Corporate Philanthropy Administrative Fee
Schedules:
Up to $1 million
1.00%
Next $2 million
.85%
Next $2 million
.65%
Next $5 million
.45%
Next $5 million
.35%
Over $15 million
.25%
The investment management fee charged by the Alliance Manager and custodial fees charged by
the Alliance Manager are in addition to the FFTC administrative fee. Please note, there are no
other additional investments fees charge by FFTC. It is expected that Alliance Managers will charge
a competitive investment fee.
A one-time set up fee of $1,000 will be charged to all Investment Alliance accounts.
IRS Rulings
IRS rulings enable donors to designate investment preferences that require FFTC to retain final
discretion regarding those recommendations. Investments are subject to market and interest rate
fluctuation risks and any gain or loss generated by the asset allocation or investment preferences
will be credited or charged back to the Gift Fund.
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Foundation For The Carolinas
Investment Alliance Manager Program
Investment Policy Statement
August 31, 2016
I.

Background - Investment Alliance Manager Program

Foundation For The Carolinas (“FFTC”) offers its donors diverse investment options, allowing for the
opportunity to strengthen and grow the charitable assets in their FFTC funds. In addition to FFTC’s
standard investment pools, a donor can choose to participate in FFTC’s Investment Alliance Manager
Program (the “Alliance Program”).
The Alliance Program contemplates a business relationship between FFTC (owner of the account) and
each Alliance Manager whereby both FFTC and each Alliance Manager will provide investment options
designed to meet FFTC’s investment objectives through recommendations provided by clients. The
Internal Revenue Service has issued rulings that enable donors to recommend investment preferences
but require FFTC to be the legal account holder and retain final discretion regarding those
recommendations.
It is the goal of FFTC that it and the Alliance Manager will market the Alliance Program in ways that will
increase and broaden philanthropy in the Carolinas. This effort can be accomplished through various
endeavors including training sessions, seminars, special events and marketing materials.
This document describes FFTC’s objectives for the Alliance Program and establishes guidelines to direct
the Alliance Managers toward a positive relationship with FFTC including managing and overseeing the
desired investment performance objectives and the necessary investment reporting requirements.
This Investment Policy Statement (this “IPS” or this “Policy Statement”) applies only to the Alliance
Program. The Alliance Program is available for funds with a balance in excess of $250,000. FFTC’s
other standard investment pools are specifically covered under a separate investment policy statement.
Both investment policies are subject to approval by FFTC’s Investment Committee (the “Investment
Committee”) and FFTC’s Board of Directors (the “FFTC Board”).
Each Alliance Manager should provide FFTC and its investment consultant, Fund Evaluation Group, LLC
(“FEG”) with information outlined in Exhibit A unless the investment institution has already been approved
by FFTC and FEG. The information requested in Exhibit A will be used by FEG as part of their due
diligence in preparing a recommendation to the Investment Committee for final approval.
For investment institutions that are already approved, Exhibit B information will be used by FFTC staff as
part of the set-up process for a new relationship with an approved financial institution.
All Alliance Mangers must perform the following steps when adding a new account to the Alliance
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Manager program with FFTC:
 Review the Alliance Manager Program IPS.
 Provide information required in Exhibit A and/or Exhibit B, as applicable, to FEG and/or FFTC
staff.
 Review the Alliance Manager Program Agreement (Exhibit C) with FFTC staff.
 Execute the Alliance Manager Program Agreement.
Performance Standards
Although the standards for investment performance are specifically stated in this Policy Statement, the
relationship with each Alliance Manager will also be subject to several factors. The final judgment on
retention of any relationship shall include not only the quantitative aspects of performance as determined
by this Policy Statement, but also any qualitative aspects of the business alliance as determined by the
Investment Committee and FFTC’s Board.
Reporting
Each Alliance Manager will provide accurate and timely reports to FFTC and FEG within fifteen (15)
business days after month-end. FEG will provide specific reporting instructions and contact information.
Performance
FEG will report the performance of each Alliance Manager to the Investment Committee on a quarterly
basis. The performance will be compared to the appropriate benchmark agreed upon as part of the setup process for establishing a new account.
Custodian
FFTC prefers that each Alliance Manager custody the donor’s investment with FFTC’s custodian,
currently Charles Schwab.
Grants, Expenses and FFTC Administrative Fees
FFTC administrative fees will be deducted from the donor’s account on a monthly basis. The
administrative fees include a custodian fee if the account is established at Charles Schwab. The
investment management fee charged by the donor’s selected financial institution and the custodian fee
for accounts not held at Charles Schwab are not part of FFTC’s administrative fee.
Grants directed by the donor and other fund expenses are charged to the account on a monthly basis.
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II.

Investment Policy Statement

Purpose
This Policy Statement sets out investment policies and guidelines that govern the Alliance Program. It is
intended that each Alliance Manager reference this IPS when developing an investment strategy as part
of its participation in this program.
Board of Directors
The FFTC Board has the final responsibility for overseeing all FFTC investments. To implement these
responsibilities, the FFTC Board sets and approves the Policy Statement and has delegated responsibility
to the Investment Committee for implementation and ongoing monitoring.
Investment Consultant
As indicated above, FEG is FFTC’s investment consultant. FFTC works closely with FEG to set
investment policies, create asset allocation strategies and hire investment managers. While our Alliance
Manager relationships often begin with the recommendation of a donor, the investment consultant will
review the activities of the alliance relationships based on this IPS and make recommendations to FFTC’s
staff and Investment Committee for those Alliance Managers.
Adherence to the Policy Statement
 The Alliance Managers are expected to respect and observe the specific limitations, guidelines,
and philosophies stated herein, or as expressed in any written amendments of instructions.
 The acceptance of the responsibility to manage investments will constitute a ratification of the IPS
and any investment guidelines and limitations stated herein.
Alliance Manager’s Authority
The Alliance Managers will be responsible for making all investment decisions regarding all assets placed
under their management and will be accountable for achieving the investment objectives indicated herein.
Such authority shall include decisions to buy, hold, and sell securities in amounts and proportions that are
reflective of the Alliance Managers’ current investment strategies and compatible with these investment
guidelines. The asset allocation will be monitored by FEG and FFTC staff. Any material changes to the
asset allocation should be discussed with FFTC staff in advance of any changes.
Foundation For The Carolinas’ Staff
FFTC’s staff will be available to provide training, answer questions, make sales calls, consult with clients
and help design an overall strategy for rollout of the business alliance with the Alliance Managers.
Communication and Reporting
Open communication between the Alliance Managers, FFTC and its investment consultant are critical to
the success of FFTC. The responsibilities of the Alliance Manager shall include, among other things, the
following:
Annually:
 An organizational update, including a report on any and all changes in organizational structure,
investment personnel and processes.
 A review of the managers’ understanding of investment guidelines and expectations and any
suggestions to improve the policy or guidelines.
 Summary of proxy voting and soft dollar brokerage.
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A review meeting with FFTC staff which will include:
 A written review of key investment decisions, investment performance and portfolio structure
 Review of individual investment manager performance and peer rankings.
 Review of current asset allocation and a comparison to target allocations as agreed to by FFTC
staff when establishing the alliance manager relationship.
Quarterly:
 Performance information as requested by FEG or FFTC.
Monthly:
 Monthly transaction and asset statements shall be provided to FFTC, FEG and custodian (if applicable)
no later than the fifteenth (15th) business day following month end.
Other:
 Immediate notification to FFTC and FEG of any exceptions to this Policy Statement with a
recommended plan of action to correct the violation. Other reports or information as may be reasonably
requested by FFTC, its investment consultant or custodian.
Investment Objectives and Guidelines
Investment Return
Invested assets should be managed with the primary focus on total investment return. The total net return
should meet or exceed the rate of inflation (as measured by the broad, domestic Consumer Price Index)
plus any spending and administrative expenses thus, at a minimum “maintaining the purchasing power
of the investments”. The assets should be managed in a manner that will meet the primary investment
objective, while at the same time attempting to limit volatility in year-to-year spending. FFTC recognizes
the possibility that losses may occur from time to time. Investments shall be diversified so as to minimize
the risk of losses, unless under the particular circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so.
Asset Allocation
Asset allocation is the key determinant of an investment’s return over the long-term. Diversification of
investments across multiple markets that are not similarly affected by economic, political, or social
developments is highly desirable. A globally diversified portfolio, with uncorrelated returns from various
assets, should reduce the variability of returns across time. In determining the appropriate asset allocation,
the inclusion or exclusion of asset categories shall be based on the impact to the inve stment portfolio,
rather than judging asset categories on a stand-alone basis. The following asset allocation is provided as
a guideline for Alliance Managers to use when developing an investment strategy for quasi-endowed or
endowed funds held by FFTC or non-endowed funds held longer than a 5-year market cycle (Alliance
Managers shall consult with FFTC staff and FEG to determine appropriate asset allocations for investment
strategies with less than a 5-year market cycle). The below asset allocation is based on the investment
objectives described above over a long-term investment horizon.
Asset Allocation
ASSET CATEGORY
Global Equity
Global Fixed Income
Real Assets
Diversifying
Strategies

TARGET
60.0%
15.0
10.0
15.0

RANGE
45 – 75%
10 – 30
0 – 10
0 – 25
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GLOBAL
EQUITY

Intended to be the primary source of long-term growth for the portfolio, as
equities historically have produced high real rates of return. While having higher
expected returns, they also have higher volatilities. Includes both public and
hedged equity mandates. For hedged equity mandates, liquidity constraints
must be taken into consideration, if applicable. Due to their illiquid nature, private
equity investments are expressly prohibited in these portfolios.

GLOBAL FIXED
INCOME/CREDIT

Intended to offset the volatility of equities, particularly during market downturns,
as well as provide deflation protection. These investments are comprised
primarily of fixed income (debt) securities, and can be further categorized as
interest rate sensitive and credit sensitive. Due to their illiquid nature private
debt investments are expressly prohibited in these portfolios. The fixed income
portfolio should maintain an overall weighted average credit rating of “A” or
better by Moody’s or “AA” or better by Standard & Poor’s.

REAL ASSETS

Intended to insulate the portfolio from inflation shocks and to provide a source of
non-correlating returns with other asset categories. It can include public
investments in real estate, natural resources (e.g., energy, agriculture, timber,
commodities), and infrastructure (e.g., power generation, mid-stream energy
Master Limited Partnerships (“MLPs”).

DIVERSIFYING
STRATEGIES

Intended to provide diversification from systematic market risk, as the primary
determinant of returns are typically from manager skill (alpha) rather than the
market (beta). Includes liquid non-directional strategies that seek low correlations
to the public equity and fixed income markets.
General investment guidelines mandate that the overall portfolio be prudently
diversified to avoid undue exposure to any single economic sector, industry
group, or individual security.
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Cash Flow
The assets should be invested with due consideration of the cash flow and administrative
requirements of the underlying fund. Safety should be evaluated on an overall basis rather than
for each individual investment.
Rebalancing
The Alliance Manager will monitor the asset allocation and attempt to stay within target ranges
for each major asset category identified when establishing the donor’s investment strategy.
Liquidity
A goal of FFTC is to maintain a balance between investment goals and liquidity needs. Liquidity
is necessary to maintain policy asset allocation ranges, meet the spending policy payout
requirements and any extraordinary events. The Committee understands that in many instances,
investment opportunities come with liquidity constraints. The tradeoff between opportunity and
liquidity will be considered throughout the portfolio construction process. In general, Alliance
Managers should construct portfolios that can be liquidated in less than ninety (90) days.
Evaluation and Performance Measurement
Performance shall be evaluated according to the following framework:
Short Term (less than three years) – adherence to the stated philosophy and style of
management at the time the Alliance Manager was retained; and, continuity of personnel and
practices at the firm.
Intermediate Term (between 3 and 5 years) – adherence to the stated philosophy and style of
management at the time the investment manager was retained; continuity of personnel and
practices at the firm; and ability to meet or exceed the 50th percentile performance of other
managers who adhere to the same or similar investment style.
Long Term (rolling 5 year periods) – adherence to the stated philosophy and style of
management at the time the investment manager was retained; continuity of personnel and
practices at the firm; ability to meet or exceed the 50th percentile performance of other managers
who adhere to the same or similar investment style; and ability to outperform its respective target
index.
Performance Evaluation Procedure
For each Alliance Manager, a portfolio’s total return shall be compared to the target weighted
benchmark portfolio agreed upon prior to executing the Alliance Manager Program Agreement
(Exhibit C), as subsequently modified and approved by FFTC. In addition to the benchmark
comparison, performance will also be evaluated on risk parameters including, but not limited to beta,
alpha and standard deviation.
FEG, FFTC staff and the Investment Committee will monitor performance against the
appropriate objectives. If the Alliance Manager is unable to meet these objectives or otherwise
comply with the guidelines in this document, the Investment Committee may take various steps
including the following:


Asking FEG to evaluate the Alliance Manager using questionnaire responses, references,
interviews and experienced subjective judgment.
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Arranging a meeting between appropriate FFTC staff, FEG and the Alliance Manager to alert the
manager to the Investment Committee’s concern.
Requesting a response from the Alliance Manager regarding the specific performance issues and
requesting measurable improvement over a 12 month period following notification by FFTC of
underperformance.
Meeting with the Alliance Manager, staff and, in the discretion of FFTC, with any appropriate
parties to discuss the possibility of another investment vehicle within the Alliance Manager’s firm,
which would continue to meet the charitable objectives of the fund.
Terminating the investment alliance relationship if there is no satisfactory investment vehicle
within the Alliance Manager’s firm that meets the performance objectives, and the Alliance
Manager does not provide an explanation acceptable to the Investment Committee.
FEG shall continue to monitor any Alliance Manager whose performance is a concern and keep
the staff and Investment Committee fully informed about its status.
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Exhibit A
Investment Manager Request for Information
Firm Overview
1. Please list the firm’s full name.
2. Please provide:
a. address (main office)
b. phone number
c. facsimile number
d. e-mail address
e. web-site address
3. For Fund Evaluation Group’s primary marketing contact, please provide:
a. name
b. title
c. address
d. phone number
e. facsimile number
f. e-mail address
g. tenure with firm
h. name of primary assistant
i. name of primary backup
4. Please provide an in depth history of the firm.
5. Please describe the firm’s ownership structure.
6. Please include biographies of all portfolio managers, including:
a. educational background
b. employment history
c. current position and description of job
d. number of years with firm
e. number of years in the business
7. Please list any additions and departures of portfolio managers for the past five years,
including:
a. position acquired/held
b. if departing, length of employment with firm
c. if departing, reasons for leaving
d. if joining the firm, reasons for their hire (i.e. replace departing analyst, new position
created)
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8. Please list all types of insurance coverage maintained by the firm. Please include:
a. type
b. dollar amount
c. carrier
9. Has the firm been involved, or currently involved, in any litigation or been sanctioned by
the SEC? If yes, please describe in detail.
10. Please provide a copy of the firm’s ADV.
Performance
1. Is the firm in compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS)?
If not, please explain in what way the firm is not in compliance.
2. Has a Level I (firm-wide) verification been performed on all composites? Please
address:
a. if the firm was found to be in compliance at this level
b. if not, please explain why
c. what steps the firm is taking to resolve deficiencies
3. Has a Level II (composite-specific) verification been performed on all composites?
Please address:
a. if the firm was found to be in compliance at this level
b. if not, please explain why
c. what steps the firm is taking to resolve deficiencies
Domestic Equity
(Please complete separately for each domestic equity product)
1. Please describe the firm’s investment philosophy.
2. Please provide an in-depth discussion as to the idea generation process. Be sure to
include:
a. composition of initial universe of stocks to be screened
b. description of quantitative methods, or screens used to narrow the initial universe
c. description of how these screening methods were created
d. key inputs, or variables, for the screening methods
e. how do these models relate to the firm’s investment philosophy
f. how often are the models revised
g. who has responsibility for maintaining the models
3. Please provide an in-depth discussion of the fundamental research process. Be sure
to include:
a. key information to be gathered from the fundamental research
b. how does this key information relate to the firm’s investment philosophy
c. how many professionals are dedicated to each product and is this an important step in
the research process
9

d.
e.
f.
g.

are company visits an important component of the research process? Why?
how often are company visits made
how often are visits made to a company’s suppliers/competitors
who makes these company’s visits

4. Please provide an in-depth discussion on the decision making-process. Be sure to
discuss:
a. steps in making a decision
b. length of time from finding an investment idea to a decision being made
c. how are final decisions made (i.e. star system, team discussion, committee decision)
d. who is involved in the decision making process
e. steps involved in ongoing due diligence after a security is purchased
f. how long does it take to invest a new $10 million account
5. Please discuss all portfolio constraints and the rationale for these restraints. Be sure to
discuss:
a. cash limits
b. sector limits
c. individual security limits
d. ownership of companies (13-D or 13-G filings)
6. Please provide an in-depth discussion regarding the sell discipline.
7. What is the five-year average turnover rate?
8. Please discuss the firm’s policies regarding the utilization of derivative instruments.
9. Please discuss the firm’s philosophy on closing products to new investor assets.
10. Please discuss the most appropriate benchmark for this product.
Composite
Average EPS Growth (Trailing 12 months) Assets
Under Management
Weighted Average P/E (Trailing 12 months)
Weighted Average P/B (Trailing 12 months)
Weighted Average Market Cap
Median Market Cap
Dividend Yield Number of Holdings Cash Level (%)
Annual Turnover (%)
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Index

Sector Allocation: please provide the following data:
Composite

Index

Technology Communication Services Consumer
Cyclicals Health Care
Consumer Staples
Financials Utilities Capital Goods
Transportation
Energy
Basic Materials
Other*
Cash
*Please explain
11. Please provide monthly returns going back to the inception of the product.
12. Typically, what percentage of the portfolio do the top ten holdings comprise?
13. Please list the fees for an account managed in this style.
International Equity
(Please complete separately for each international equity product)
1. Please describe the firm’s investment philosophy.
2. Please provide an in-depth discussion as to the idea generation process. Be sure to
include:
a. composition of initial universe of stocks to be screened
b. description of quantitative methods, or screens used to narrow the initial universe
c. description of how these screening methods were created
d. key inputs, or variables, for the screening methods
e. how do these models relate to the firm’s investment philosophy
f. how often are the models revised
g. who has responsibility for maintaining the models
3. Please provide an in-depth discussion of the fundamental research process. Be sure
to include:
a. key information to be gathered from the fundamental research
b. how does this key information relate to the firm’s investment philosophy
c. how many professionals are dedicated to each this product and is this an important
step in the research process
d. are company visits an important component of the research process? Why?
e. how often are company visits made
f. how often are visits made to a company’s suppliers/competitors
g. who makes these company’s visits
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4. Please provide an in-depth discussion on the decision making-process. Be sure to
discuss:
a. steps in making a decision
b. length of time from finding an investment idea to a decision being made
c. how are final decisions made (i.e. star system, team discussion, committee decision)
d. who is involved in the decision making process
e. steps involved in ongoing due diligence after a security is purchased
f. the process used to determine the country, sector and security weightings
g. who is responsible for determining country, sector and security weightings
5. Please discuss all portfolio constraints and the rationale for these restraints. Be sure to
discuss:
a. cash limits
b. sector limits
c. individual security limits
d. ownership of companies (13-D or 13-G filings)
6. Please provide an in-depth discussion regarding the sell discipline.
7. What is the five-year average turnover rate?
8. Please discuss the firm’s policy toward hedging foreign securities. Be sure to discuss:
a. The rationale for this strategy
b. Discuss who, or what team, is responsible for the strategy
9. Please discuss the firm’s philosophy on closing products to new investor assets.
10. Please discuss the most appropriate benchmark and how the firm came to this
conclusion.
Please provide the following data:
Composite
Average EPS Growth (Trailing 12 months) Assets
Under Management
Weighted Average P/E (Trailing 12 months)
Weighted Average P/B (Trailing 12 months)
Weighted Average Market Cap
Median Market Cap
Dividend Yield Number of Holdings Cash Level (%)
Annual Turnover (%)
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Index

Sector Allocation: please provide the following data:
Composite

Index

Technology Communication Services Consumer Cyclicals
Health Care
Consumer Staples
Financials Utilities Capital Goods
Transportation
Energy
Basic Materials
Other – Cash*
*Please explain.
Regional Allocation: please provide the following data:
Region
United Kingdom
Continental Europe
Japan
Far East
Latin America
Australia/New Zealand
Emerging Markets
Canada
United States
Other*
Cash
*Please explain.

% of Portfolio

11. Please provide monthly returns going back to the inception of the product.
12. Typically, what percentage of the portfolio do the top ten holdings comprise?
13. Please list the fees for an account managed in this style.
Fixed Income
(Please complete separately for each fixed income product)
1. Please describe the firm’s investment philosophy.
2. Please describe:
a. The firm’s view on duration management and the process/research undertaken to determine a
portfolio’s duration
b. The firm’s view on yield curve management and the process/research undertaken to determine a
portfolio’s yield curve positioning
c. The firm’s view on sector selection and the process/research undertaken to determine a portfolio’s
proper allocation
d. The firm’s view on security selection and the process/research undertaken to correctly pick
securities
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3. Please provide an in-depth discussion regarding any models/tools used to evaluate securities
(i.e. Bloomberg, OAS Models). Please be sure to include:
a. description of how these screening methods were created
b. how the models/tools are utilized
c. why the models/tools are utilized
d. how do these models relate to the firm’s investment philosophy
e. how often are the models revised
f. who has responsibility for maintaining the models
4. Please provide an in-depth discussion on the decision making-process. Be sure to discuss:
a. steps in making a decision
b. length of time from finding an investment idea to a decision being made
c. how are final decisions made (i.e. star system, team discussion, committee decision)
d. who is involved in the decision making process
e. steps involved in ongoing due diligence after a security is purchased
f. how long does it take to invest a new $50 million account
5. Please discuss all portfolio constraints and the rationale for these restraints. Be sure to
discuss:
a. cash limits
b. sector limits
c. duration
d. high yield
e. foreign exposure
f. 144A
g. individual issue limits
6. Please provide an in-depth discussion regarding the sell discipline.
7. What is the five-year average turnover rate?
8. Please discuss the firm’s policies regarding the utilization of derivative instruments. Please
provide the following data:
Assets Under Management
Average Maturity Average
Duration Average Credit
Quality Current Yield
Turnover
Cash level (%)
Number of Securities

Composite
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Index

Sector Allocation: please provide the following data:
Composite

Index

Intermediate U.S. Treasury
Long-Term U.S. Treasury
Intermediate Agency
Long-Term Agency
Intermediate Corporates
Long-Term Corporates
Mortgage Backed
Asset Backed
Municipals
Foreign
Short-Term
144A
Other*
Cash
*Please explain
9. Please list the fees for an account managed in this style.
10. Please provide monthly returns going back to the inception of the product.
Balanced
(Please complete separately for each balanced product)
1. For all balanced products, please complete the equity and fixed income portions of the questionnaire.
2. Please explain the firm’s asset allocation decision making process.
3. Is the asset allocation decision tactical or strategic in nature?
4. Is a mutual fund available in this style? If so, what is (are) the mutual fund(s)?
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Exhibit B
Alliance Manager Information
Request for Currently
Approved Investment
Institutions

The following information and documents are required to establish a new account with an
already approved investment institution:
1. Investment Objective
2. Asset Allocation Target/Ranges
3. Investment Managers/Funds
a. Manager/Fund Information
4. Portfolio Benchmarks
5. Discussion with Fund Evaluation Group, FFTC’s investment advisor
a. Review monthly/quarterly data requirements
6. Primary Contact Information:
a. Address (main office)
b. Phone number
c. Facsimile number
d. E-mail address
e. Web-site address
7. Executed donor recommendation form
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Exhibit C
Alliance Manager Program
Agreement
This Alliance Manager Program Agreement (the “Agreement”), dated __________________,
2016, acknowledges the responsibilities of Foundation For The Carolinas (“FFTC”) and
_________________________________, as an Alliance Manager (the “Alliance Manager”), in
connection with the Alliance Manager’s participation in FFTC’s Investment Alliance Manager
Program (the “Alliance Program”).
The Alliance Program has been established by FFTC to provide donors who wish to select
investment strategies other than FFTC’s standard investment options.
By signing this Agreement, the undersigned Alliance Manager agrees it will act as a fiduciary
and manage the investment portfolio, on behalf of FFTC, subject to the investment objectives
and other terms and conditions set forth in the Alliance Program Investment Policy Statement
(as may be amended from time to time, the “IPS”).
The Alliance Manager also agrees to provide FFTC’s investment consultant and FFTC staff with
the information necessary for FFTC to monitor the performance of the investment portfolio in a
timely manner. In addition to the reporting requirements outlined in the IPS, FFTC may request
additional information concerning the investment portfolio’s performance as well as information
related to a specific investment manager or the investment institution with whom the Alliance
Manager affiliated.

The Alliance Manager hereby affirms that it (a) is an entity, duly organized, validly existing and in
good standing under the laws of its state of organization, and is authorized to do business in each
other jurisdiction wherein its ownership of property or conduct of business legally requires such
authorization, (b) has the power and authority to own its properties and assets and to carry on its
business as now being conducted and as contemplated, (c) has reviewed and has agreed to be
subject to all the terms, conditions and guidelines of the Alliance Program and the IPS, (d) has the
power and authority to execute, deliver and perform, and by all necessary action has authorized the
execution, delivery and performance of, all of its obligations under the Alliance Program and this
Agreement, (e) is in compliance in all material respects with all federal, state and local laws, rules,
registrations and regulations applicable to its properties, operations, business, and finances
(including, without limitation, that the Alliance Manager is a registered investment advisor with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and is properly registered with the U.S. Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (or state basis for exception therefrom)), (f) shall provide prompt
written notice to FFTC and FEG upon becoming aware of (1) any material governmental or
regulatory inquiries or actions against the Alliance Manager, (2) any default by the Alliance
Manager under this Agreement or the IPS, (3) commencement of any material litigation or
17

bankruptcy proceeding involving the Alliance Manager or its properties or assets, or (4) the
occurrence of a material adverse change in the business, properties, assets or operations of the
Alliance Manager, and (g) shall provide, upon request of FFTC or FEG, proof of management
liability insurance to adequately safeguard the assets under management of the Alliance
Manager.
The Alliance Manager shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless FFTC, its Board of Directors,
officers, employees, agents, or contractors (the “Indemnified Parties”) from any and all claims, losses,
damages, or expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees and litigation expenses, which any of
the Indemnified Parties may incur at any time from any person or party arising out of or resulting from
claims or actions in connection with the Alliance Manager’s fraud, breach of fiduciary duty,
negligence, willful misconduct, or breach under this Agreement, the Alliance Program, the IPS or
items related thereto.
This Agreement may not be amended or modified except by a writing signed by the parties hereto.
Neither party hereto may assign its rights and interest hereunder without the prior written consent of
the other party.
This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of North Carolina, without reference to
the conflicts or choice of law principles thereof. Both parties agrees that any dispute arising out of
this agreement shall be adjudicated in either the state or federal courts located in Mecklenburg
County, North Carolina and in no other forum.
(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this Agreement as of the day and year
first above written and warrant and represent that they have the authority to execute and deliver
this Agreement on behalf of the parties hereto.
Alliance Manager:
____________________________________

Foundation For The Carolinas

By: ________________________________________

By: ____________________________

Name: __________________________________

Name: _________________________

Title: ______________________________________

Title: _____________________________

Phone: ____________________________________

Phone: ________________________

Email: _____________________________________

Email: _________________________
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